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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks are vulnerable to the node clone, and several distributed protocols have been proposed to detect this attack. However, they require too strong assumptions to be practical for large-scale, randomly deployed sensor networks. In this paper, we propose two novel node clone detection protocols with different tradeoffs on network conditions and performance. The first one is based on a distributed hash table (DHT), by which a fully decentralized, key-based caching and checking system is constructed to catch cloned nodes effectively. The protocol performance on efficient storage consumption and high security level is theoretically deducted through a probability model, and the resulting equations, with necessary adjustments for real application, are supported by the simulations. Although the DHT-based protocol incurs similar communication cost as previous approaches, it may be considered a little high for some scenarios. To address this concern, our second distributed detection protocol, named randomly directed exploration, presents good communication performance for dense sensor networks, by a probabilistic directed forwarding technique along with random initial direction and border determination. The simulation results uphold the protocol design and show its efficiency on communication overhead and satisfactory detection probability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WIRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) have gained a great deal of attention in the past decade due to their wide range of application areas and formidable design challenges. In general, wireless sensor networks consist of hundreds and thousands of low-cost, resource-constrained, distributed sensor nodes, which usually scatter in the surveillance area randomly, working without attendance. If the operation environment is hostile, security mechanisms against adversaries should be taken into consideration. Among many physical attacks to sensor networks, the node clone is a serious and dangerous one [1]. Because of production expense limitation, sensor nodes are generally short of tamper-resistance hardware components; thus, an adversary can capture a few nodes, extract code and all secret credentials, and use those materials to clone many nodes out of off-the-shelf sensor hardware. Those cloned nodes that seem legitimate can freely join the sensor network and then significantly enlarge the adversary’s capacities to manipulate the network maliciously. For example, those vicious nodes occupy strategic positions and cooperatively corrupt the collected information. With a large number of cloned nodes under command, the adversary may even gain control of the whole network. Furthermore, the node clone will exacerbate most of inside attacks against sensor networks.

In this paper, we present two novel, practical node clone detection protocols with different tradeoffs on network conditions and performance. The first proposal is based on a distributed hash table (DHT) [2], by which a fully decentralized, key-based caching and checking system is constructed to catch cloned nodes. The protocol’s performance on memory consumption and a critical security metric are theoretically deducted through a probability model, and the resulting equations, with necessary adjustment for real application, are supported by the simulations. In accordance with our analysis, the comprehensive simulation results show that the DHT-based protocol can detect node clone with high security level and holds strong resistance against adversary’s attacks.

Our second protocol, named randomly directed exploration, is intended to provide highly efficient communication performance with adequate detection probability for dense sensor networks. In the protocol, initially nodes send claiming messages containing a neighbor-list along with a maximum hop limit to randomly selected neighbors; then, the subsequent message transmission is regulated by a probabilistic directed technique to approximately maintain a line property through the network as well as to incur sufficient randomness for better performance on communication and resilience against adversary. In addition, border determination mechanism is employed to further reduce communication payload. During forwarding, intermediate nodes explore claiming messages for node clone detection. By design, this protocol consumes almost minimal memory, and the simulations show that it outperforms all other detection protocols in terms of communication cost, while the detection probability is satisfactory.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the previous countermeasures are discussed in Section II. Then, we present system preliminaries in Section III. Afterwards, we elaborate the DHT-based detection protocol, analyze its performance, and provide the simulation results in Sections IV–VI, respectively. The randomly directed exploration protocol is detailed in Section VII, and its supportive simulation results are addressed in Section VIII. Finally, we conclude our work in Section IX.
II. PREVIOUS WORK

In general, countermeasures against node clone can be categorized into three categories: prevention schemes that inherently forbid cloned nodes to join network, centralized detection in which there exists a central, powerful party responsible for receiving reports and making judgments of node clone, and distributed detection where all nodes cooperatively process information and detect node clone in a distributed manner.

A. Prevention

Zhang et al. [3] proposed the use of location-based keys to defend against several attacks, one of which is node clone attack. The identity-based cryptography is used in their protocol such that nodes’ private keys are bounded by both their identities and locations. Once nodes are deployed, some trusted mobile agents travel around the sensor network and issue the location-based keys to sensor nodes. Since those location-based keys cannot be used in nodes at other locations, node clone attack is inherently frustrated.

By similar arguments, we review key distribution protocols for sensor networks, and it can be claimed that some of them prevent node clone as well. For example, in schemes [4], [5] based on initial trust which assume that it takes adversaries a certain amount of time to compromise nodes after their deployment, valid keys only can be established during that safety period, and henceforth compromising nodes will not grant adversaries extra advantages, including the ability to cloned nodes. Those prevention schemes might be useful on particular applications, but their assumptions as trusted mobile agents and initial trust are too strong to be applicable in general cases.

B. Centralized Detection

In a simple centralized detection approach, each node sends a list of its neighbor nodes and their locations to a base station, which then can find cloned nodes. The SET protocol [8] manages to reduce the communication cost of the approach above by constructing exclusive subsets such that each node belongs to one and only one disjointed subset, and the subset nodes information is reported to the base station by a subset leader. However, in order to prevent malicious nodes, an authenticated subset covering protocol has to be performed, which considerably increases the communication burden and complicates the detection procedure.

Brooks et al. [9] proposed a clone detection protocol in the context of random key predistribution [10]. Technically, it is detecting compromised keys rather than cloned nodes. The basic idea is that the keys employed in random key predistribution scheme should follow a certain pattern, and those keys whose usage exceeds a threshold can be thought to be suspicious. In the protocol, every node reports its keys to a base station, and then the base station performs an abnormality-based intrusion-detection-like statistical analysis to catch cloned keys. A common concern for this kind of approach is its high false negative and positive rates. Furthermore, the authors do not address how to assure malicious nodes to honestly report their keys, which is critical to the protocol effectiveness.

As pointed out in [1], centralized approaches are prone to single point of failure, and the nodes surrounding the base station suffer an undue communication burden that may shorten the network’s life expectancy. In general, a distributed, balanced detection scheme is more desirable.

C. Distributed Detection

The straightforward node-to-network broadcasting [1] is a quite practical way to distributively detect the node clone, in which every node collects all of its neighbors identities along with their locations and broadcasts to the network. The main problem in this approach is its extremely high communication overhead.

Parno et al. [1] provided two probabilistic detection protocols in a completely distributed, balanced manner. Randomized multicast scheme distributes node location information to randomly selected nodes as inspectors, exploiting the birthday paradox to detect cloned nodes, while line-selected multicast scheme uses the topology of the network to improve detection—that is, in addition to inspector nodes, the nodes along the multicast path check the node clone as well. Unfortunately, to obtain acceptable detection probability, nodes have to buffer a great many of messages. Moreover, the communication cost in the randomized multicast is similar to that in the node-to-node broadcasting. For the procedure of choosing random inspectors, both schemes imply that every node is aware of all other nodes’ existence, which is a very strong assumption for large-scale sensor networks and thus limits their applicability.

Based on the geographic hash table, which maps a key into a geographical coordination, Zhu et al. [7] and Conti et al. [6] proposed several clone detection schemes. Their approaches rely on the nodes’ knowledge of the general deployed geography of sensor networks. This prerequisite may hold in some circumstances, but cannot be guaranteed generally. Table I compares those distributed detection protocols along with our two proposals in terms of requirements, communication cost, memory consumption, and detection level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Requirements for Nodes</th>
<th>Communication Cost</th>
<th>Memory Cost</th>
<th>Detection Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node-to-Network Broadcasting</td>
<td>Neighbors information</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>$O(d)$</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized Multicast</td>
<td>Awareness of all nodes</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>$O(d)$</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line-Selected Multicast</td>
<td>Awareness of all nodes</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized, Efficient, and Distributed</td>
<td>Knowledge of network geography</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Deterministic Cell</td>
<td>Knowledge of network geography</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Multiple Probabilistic Cells</td>
<td>Knowledge of network geography</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed DHT-Based Detection</td>
<td>DHT nodes information</td>
<td>$O(\log n \sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>$O(d)$</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Randomly Directed Exploration</td>
<td>Neighbors information</td>
<td>$O(\sqrt{n})$</td>
<td>$O(d)$</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE II
FOUR ROLES IN THE PROPOSED DETECTION PROTOCOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Trusted</th>
<th>Duty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiator</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Start a round of detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Claim neighbors IDs and locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspector</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Buffer and check messages for detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witness</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Broadcast detection evidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Network Model

We consider a large-scale, homogeneous sensor network consisting of \( n \) resource-constrained sensor nodes. Analogous to previous distributed detection approaches, we assume that an identity-based public-key cryptography facility [11] is available in the sensor network. Prior to deployment, each legitimate node is allocated a unique ID and a corresponding private key by a trusted third party. The public key of a node is its ID, which is the essence of an identity-based cryptosystem. Consequently, no node can lie to others about its identity. Moreover, anyone is able to verify messages signed by a node using the identity-based key. Let \( K_{\alpha} \) and \( K_{\alpha}^{-1} \) denote the public and private keys of node \( \alpha \), respectively, and \( \{ M \}_{K_{\alpha}^{-1}} \) represent the signature of \( M \) signed by node \( \alpha \).

We also assume that every sensor node can determine its geographic location \( L \) and current relative time via a secure localization protocol and a secure time synchronization scheme, respectively. A number of those mechanisms have been proposed, which can be referred to in [12]. We do not specify the particular selections of secure localization and time synchronization schemes for our protocols since they are comparatively irrelevant to our proposals.

There may or may not be a powerful base station in our modeled network, but there should exist a trusted role named initiator that is responsible for initiating a distributed detection procedure. Otherwise, an adversary can readily launch a denial-of-service (DoS) attack to the system by repeatedly mobilizing the sensor network to conduct the clone detection protocol and exhausting nodes energy.

B. General Detection Guidelines

Relying on the identity-based cryptography, secure localization, and secure time synchronization used in our network model, node clone in sensor networks can be determined by the occurrence of nodes with same ID appearing on reasonably distant locations at a designated time. Specifically, at the beginning time of a round of detection that is specified by the initiator, the information regarding the ID and location of every node is claimed by its neighbors for the clone detection. In this sense, the neighbors of a node are its observers. Subsequently, some nodes will be selected as inspectors to examine claiming messages for the purpose of clone detection. If an inspector successfully finds a clone, it becomes a witness, which will broadcast necessary evidence to inform all connected nodes revoking the cloned nodes. While the initiator is presumably trusted, the other roles (observer, inspector, and witness) might be compromised by the adversary and behavior maliciously. The four roles in our protocols are summarized in Table II.

C. Performance Metrics

The following metrics are used to measure a protocol’s performance and evaluate its practicability.

- **Detection probability and security level:** As a primary security requirement, a practical detection scheme should detect the occurrence of the attack with high probability. Thus, the detection probability is the most important security metric for a probabilistic clone detection scheme. On the other hand, if a detection protocol is deterministic in the sense that cloned nodes are always caught by witnesses, and it is also a fully symmetric approach in which nodes are equally likely to become witnesses prior to a round of detection procedure, we will use the number of witnesses to evaluate the security level because more witnesses improve protocol resilience against the adversary’s potential attacks to witnesses.

- **Communication cost:** Communication cost is always a crucial performance metric for sensor network protocols because usually energy is the most valuable resource for nodes, and message transmission consumes at least one order of magnitude power than any of the other operations [13]. For simplicity, we use the average number of messages sent per node to represent a protocol’s communication cost.

- **Storage consumption:** Ordinary, low-cost sensor nodes are only equipped with a limited amount of memory; thus, any schemes requiring high storage will be considered as impractical.

- **Balance:** In a homogeneous sensor network, schemes are supported to consume the energy and memory in a balanced fashion. It should be avoided to create hot nodes that would be buffer-overflowed or die away quickly.

D. Adversary Model

We consider a threat model in which sensor nodes are deployed in a hostile environment and are subject to capture and complete control by an adversary, but the adversary only can compromise a limited number of sensor nodes, and then the adversary uses the compromised nodes to clone many nodes and deploys the replicas in places that are intelligently decided. Specifically cloned nodes are minority in the network. In addition, we assume each cloned node has at least one neighbor that remains intact.

The adversary definitely wants to conceal the existence of clone. In our settings, this enemy is allowed to interfere with a detection protocol as follows. First, the cloned nodes may not participate in the regular detection procedures. Second, the nodes controlled by the adversary may fake, drop, or manipulate claiming messages that they forward. Third, the adversary can capture some nodes accordingly, but it would take time, and the total number of nodes that an adversary can compromise is limited. All nodes that are not controlled by the adversary will be referred to as integrity nodes.

The adversary may also try to abuse a detection protocol to frame innocent nodes as cloned such that they will be expelled from the network. This is called framing attack, and approaches should be provided to address this issue.
IV. DHT-BASED DETECTION PROTOCOL

The principle of our first distributed detection protocol is to make use of the DHT mechanism to form a decentralized caching and checking system that can effectively detect cloned nodes. Essentially, DHT enables sensor nodes to distributively construct an overlay network upon a physical sensor network and provides an efficient key-based routing within the overlay network. A message associated with a key will be transmitted through the overlay network to reach a destination node that is solely determined by the key; the source node does not need to specify or know which node a message’s destination is—the DHT key-based routing takes care of transportation details by the message’s key. More importantly, messages with a same key will be stored in one destination node. Those facts build the foundation for our first detection protocol.

As a beginning of a round of DHT-based node clone detection, the initiator broadcasts the action message including a random seed. Then, every observer constructs a claiming message for each neighbor node, which is referred to as an examinee of the observer and the message, and sends the message with probability \( p_n \) independently. The introduction of the claiming probability \( p_n \) is intended to reduce the communication overwork in case of a high-node-degree network. In the protocol, a message’s DHT key that determines its routing and destination is the hash value of concatenation of the seed and the examinee ID. By means of the DHT mechanism, a claiming message will eventually be transmitted to a deterministic destination node, which will cache the ID-location pair and check for node clone detection, acting as an inspector. In addition, some intermediate nodes also behave as inspectors to improve resilience against the adversary in an efficient way.

A. Distributed Hash Table

Before diving into the detection protocol, we briefly introduce DHT techniques. In principle, a distributed hash table is a decentralized distributed system that provides a key-based lookup service similar to a hash table: (key, record) pairs are stored in the DHT, and any participating node can efficiently store and retrieve records associated with specific keys. By design, DHT distributes responsibility of maintaining the mapping from keys to records among nodes in an efficient and balanced way, which allows DHT to scale to extremely large networks and be suitable to serve as a facility of distributed node clone detection.

There are several different types of DHT proposals, such as CAN [14], Chord [15], and Pastry [16]. Generally, CAN has least efficiency than others in terms of communication cost and scalability, and it is rarely employed in real systems. By contrast, Chord is widely used, and we choose Chord as a DHT implementation to demonstrate our protocol. However, our protocol can easily migrate to build upon Pastry and present similar security and performance results.

The technical core of Chord [15] is to form a massive virtual ring in which every node is located at one point, owning a segment of the periphery. To achieve pseudo-randomness on output, a hash function \( H \) is used to map an arbitrary input into a \( k \)-bit space, which can be conceived as a ring. Each node is assigned with a Chord coordinate upon joining the network. Practically for our protocol, a node’s Chord point’s coordinate is the hash value of the node’s MAC address. All \( n \) nodes divide the ring into \( n \) segments by their Chord points. More importantly, messages with a same key will be stored in one destination node. Those facts build the foundation for our first detection protocol.

As the kernel of efficient key-based routing, every node maintains a finger table of size \( t = O(\log n) \) to facilitate a binary-tree search. Specifically, the finger table for a node with Chord coordinate \( y \) contains information of \( t \) nodes that are respectively responsible for holding the \( t \) keys: \((y + 2^k \cdot i) \mod 2^k \) for \( i \in [1, t] \). If two nodes are within the \( g \) ring-segments distance, they are each other’s predecessor and successor by the order of their coordinates, with respect to predefined \( g \). In theory, a Chord node only needs to know its direct predecessor and finger table. To improve resilience against network churn and enhance routing efficiency, every node additionally maintains a successor table, containing its \( g \) successors. Typical values of \( g \) are between 10 and 20.

A demonstrative example of a Chord system with small parameters is given in Fig. 1. In this system, if node \( N_5 \) wants to query a record with key \( K_97 \), it first looks up its successor table. Since \( K_97 \) is not in \( (109, 61) \), namely (direct predecessor, the last successor), node \( N_8 \) proceeds with the finger table and finds that the next forwarding node should be \( N_88 \) because \( 97 \in [72: \text{the first item in finger table corresponding to } N_{88}, 109: \text{direct predecessor}] \). When \( N_{88} \) receives this query about \( K_{97} \), by checking its successor table with two nodes of \( N_{109} \) and \( N_{8} \), it determines the destination should be \( N_{109} \), as \( 97 \in (88: \text{itself}, 109: \text{the first successor}) \). When node \( N_{109} \) gets the query, it knows itself be the destination because \( 97 \in (88: \text{direct predecessor}, 109: \text{itself}) \).

By this routing mechanism, on average \( \frac{2}{2^g + 1} \) of queries toward a destination pass through one of \( g \) predecessors. For node \( N_{109} \) as the destination, its two predecessors are \( N_{88} \) and \( N_{61} \), and the latter’s direct predecessor is \( N_{41} \). The line from \( N_{41} \) and \( N_{109} \) has the length of \( 109 - 41 = 68 \) and is divided by \( N_{61} \) and \( N_{88} \) into three segments with lengths of \( 61 - 41 = 20, 88 - 61 = 27, \) and \( 109 - 88 = 21 \). Therefore, the probabilities of a query passing through \( N_{61} \) and \( N_{88} \) are \( \frac{20}{68} \) and \( \frac{27}{68} \), respectively.

![Fig. 1. Chord network example, where the key space is 7-bit (1 ≤ 7), seven records with different keys are stored in five nodes, and the successor table size q = 2. For node N8, its direct predecessor is N109, and its two successors are N41 and N61.](image-url)
B. Protocol Details

As a prerequisite, all nodes cooperatively build a Chord overlay network over the sensor network. Cloned node may not participate in this procedure, but it does not give them any advantage of avoiding detection. The construction of the overlay network is independent of node clone detection. As a result, nodes possess the information of their direct predecessor and successor in the Chord ring. In addition, each node caches information of its g consecutive successors in its successors table. Many Chord systems utilize this kind of cache mechanism to reduce the communication cost and enhance systems robustness. More importantly in our protocol, the facility of the successors table contributes to the economical selection of inspectors.

One detection round consists of three stages.

Stage 1: Initialization
To activate all nodes starting a new round of node clone detection, the initiator uses a broadcast authentication scheme to release an action message including a monotonously increasing nonce, a random round seed, and an action time. The nonce is intended to prevent adversaries from launching a DoS attack by repeating broadcasting action messages. The action message is defined by

\[ M_{\text{Act}} = \text{nonce, seed, time, \{nonce \| seed \| time\}^{K_{\text{seed}}}}. \]

Stage 2: Claiming neighbors information
Upon receiving an action message, a node verifies if the message nonce is greater than last nonce and if the message signature is valid. If both pass, the node updates the nonce and stores the seed. At the designated action time, the node operates as an observer that generates a claiming message for each neighbor (examinee) and transmits the message through the overlay network with respect to the claiming probability \( p_c \). The claiming message by observer \( \alpha \) for examinee \( \beta \) is constructed by

\[ M_{\text{c} \alpha \beta} = \text{id}_\beta, L_\beta, \text{id}_\alpha, L_\alpha, \{\text{id}_\beta \| L_\beta \| \text{id}_\alpha \| L_\alpha \| \text{nonce}\}^{K_{\text{nonce}}}, \]

where \( L_\alpha, L_\beta \) are locations of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), respectively.

Nodes can start transmitting claiming messages at the same time, but then huge traffic may cause serious interference and degrade the network capacity. To relieve this problem, we may specify a sending period, during which nodes randomly pick up a transmission time for every claiming message.

Stage 3: Processing claiming messages
A claiming message will be forwarded to its destination node via several Chord intermediate nodes. Only those nodes in the overlay network layer (i.e., the source node, Chord intermediate nodes, and the destination node) need to process a message, whereas other nodes along the path simply route the message to temporary targets. Algorithm 1 for handling a message is the kernel of our DHT-based detection protocol. If the algorithm returns NIL, then the message has arrived at its destination. Otherwise, the message will be subsequently forwarded to the next node with the ID that is returned by Algorithm 1.

Criteria of determining inspectors: During handling a message in Algorithm 1, the node acts as an inspector if one of the following conditions is satisfied.

**Algorithm 1**: \( \text{dht\_handle\_message}(M_{\alpha \beta}) \): handle a message in the DHT-based detection, where \( y \) is the current node’s Chord coordinate, \( \text{finger}_y \) is the first node on the ring that succeeds key \( ((y + 2_k \cdot i) \mod 2_k), i \in [1, t, \text{successors}[j]] \) is the next \( j \)th successor, \( j \in [1, g] \)

**Output**: NIL if the message arrives at its destination; otherwise, it is the ID of the next node that receives the message in the Chord overlay network

1: \( \text{key} \leftarrow \text{H(seed \| id}_\beta); \)
2: \( \text{if} \ \text{key} \in \{\text{predecessor}, y\} \text{ then} \{\text{has reached destination}\} \)
3: \( \text{inspect}(M_{\alpha \beta}) \{\text{act as an inspector, see Algorithm 2}\} \)
4: \( \text{return} \ NIL \)
5: \( \text{for} \ i = 1 \text{ to } g \text{ do} \)
6: \( \text{if} \ \text{key} \in \{y, \text{successors}[s]\} \text{ then} \{\text{destination is in the next Chord hop}\} \)
7: \( \text{inspect}(M_{\alpha \beta}) \{\text{act as an inspector, see Algorithm 2}\} \)
8: \( \text{return} \ \text{successors}[j] \)
9: \( \text{for} \ j = 1 \text{ to } t \text{ do} \{\text{for normal DHT routing process}\} \)
10: \( \text{if} \ \text{key} \in \{y + 2^k \cdot i \mod 2_k, y\} \text{ then} \)
11: \( \text{return} \ \text{finger}[j] \)
12: \( \text{return} \ \text{successors}[g] \)

**Algorithm 2**: \( \text{inspect}(M_{\alpha \beta}) \): Inspect a message to check for clone detection in the DHT-based detection protocol

1: \( \text{verify the signature of } M_{\alpha \beta} \)
2: \( \text{if} \ \text{id}_\beta \text{ found in cache table then} \)
3: \( \text{if} \ \text{id}_\beta \text{ has two distinct locations \{found clone, become a witness\}} \)
4: \( \text{broadcast the evidence} \)
5: \( \text{else} \)
6: \( \text{buffer } M_{\alpha \beta} \text{ into cache table} \)

1) This node is the destination node of the claiming message.
2) The destination node is one of the \( g \) successors of the node.
In other words, the destination node will be reached in the next Chord hop.

While the first criterion is intuitive, the second one is subtle and critical for the protocol performance. By Algorithm 1, roughly \( \frac{2^k}{g} \) of all claiming messages related to a same examinee’s ID will pass through one of the \( g \) predecessors of the destination. Thus, those \( g \) nodes are much more likely to be able to detect a clone than randomly selected inspectors. As a result, this criterion to decide inspectors can increase the average number of witnesses at a little extra memory cost. We will theoretically quantify those performance measurements later.

In Algorithm 1, to examine a message for node clone detection, an inspector will invoke Algorithm 2, which compares the message with previous inspected messages that are buffered in the cache table. Naturally, all records in the cache table should have different examinee IDs, as implied in Algorithm 2. If detecting a clone, which means that there exist two messages \( M_{\alpha \beta} \) and \( M_{\alpha' \beta'} \) satisfying \( \text{id}_\beta = \text{id}_{\beta'} \)
and \( L_\beta \neq L_\gamma \), the witness node then broadcasts the evidence
\[
M_{\text{evidence}} = (M_{\alpha 4\beta}, M_{\alpha'4\gamma})
\] to notify the whole network.

All integrity nodes verify the evidence message and stop communicating with the cloned nodes. To prevent cloned nodes from joining the network in the future, a revocation list of compromised nodes IDs may be maintained by nodes individually. It is worth noting that messages \( M_{\alpha 4\beta} \) and \( M_{\alpha'4\gamma} \) are authenticated by observers \( \alpha \) and \( \alpha' \), respectively. Therefore, the witness does not need to sign the evidence message. If a malicious node tries to launch a DoS attack by broadcasting a bogus evidence message, the next integrity node receiving it can immediately detect the wicked behavior by verifying the signatures of \( M_{\alpha 4\beta} \) and \( M_{\alpha'4\gamma} \) before forwarding to other nodes.

C. Security Discussions

Validity of Detection: The identity-based cryptographic system provides reliable identity authentication and message authentication for the DHT-based protocol. As a result, the adversary cannot falsify cloned nodes’ IDs; neither can the modify messages signed by integrity nodes. Moreover, a cloned node cannot lie to its observers about its location since a forged location would be far deviated from the communication range of the observers, which suffices to alert observers. Therefore, the detection guidelines are robust provided observers are honest.

Thwarting Framing Attack: A witness cannot forge an evidence to frame integrity nodes since the evidence eventually is composed of claiming messages from different observers, and any node can verify them. However, for any witness-based detection protocol, including our two proposals and protocols in Table I, there exists a realistic threat that some malicious observers try to frame innocent nodes by claiming wrong locations for them. To thwart this attack, we introduce a mechanism that requires nodes to buffer evidence messages they received and to maintain a debit table for those observers in evidence. When a node is declared as a clone in one or more evidences, assume one of its distinct locations is claimed by \( q \) different observers, then each of those observers should be debited by \( \frac{1}{q} \). If a node’s balance in the debit table exceeds a threshold, it should be revoked as well. We recommend one for the threshold. In this case, if a malicious node tries to frame an integrity node by claiming a false location for it, both nodes will be revoked. This one-exchanging-one strategy is quite fair and efficient as we do not need to distinguish which one is bad. When there is no framing attack in the network, integrity nodes are rarely revoked because a clone node’s location may be claimed by many observers. At most, the number of revoked integrity nodes will not exceed the number of malicious nodes.

Protecting Witnesses: Technically, the hash functions used in DHT do not need to be cryptographic hash functions. In practice, cryptographic ones are usually employed in the DHT systems because of their well uniformly random distribution of outputs and preventing potential abuses. For our protocol, a cryptographic hash function is indeed required because it will restrain the adversary’s abilities by application on \( H(\text{seed} \| \text{id}) \) as he cannot distinguish which nodes could more likely be witnesses before a round of detection. After disclosure of the random seed, the adversary may want to comprise witnesses to defeat detection. However, there are \( g + 1 \) potential witnesses that are geographically randomly distributed in the network. Determining and capturing all the witnesses will be troublesome for the adversary. Moreover, those witnesses vary round by rounds. Consequently, the adversary cannot stop the detection by trying to capture a few witnesses.

Coping With Message-Discarding: The cloned nodes may discard claiming messages through them. Our protocol is resilient against it due to the characteristic of full distribution and balance of the DHT-based protocol. If there are only a few cloned nodes, the impact of this malicious action will be insignificant. When the number of cloned nodes increases, more claiming messages will assure sufficient number of witnesses. The simulations later clearly indicate this result.

In summary, the DHT-based detection protocol is secure in the adversary model.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DHT-BASED PROTOCOL

For the DHT-based detection protocol, we use the following specific measurements to evaluate its performance:

- average number of transmitted messages, representing the protocol’s communication cost;
- average size of node cache tables, standing for the protocol’s storage consumption;
- average number of witnesses, serving as the protocol’s security level because the detection protocol is deterministic and symmetric.

A. Communication Cost

We denote the average path length between two random nodes by \( l \), which varies from \( O(\log n) \) to \( O(\sqrt{n}) \), dependent on underlying sensor networks. According to the Chord’s properties [15], the average Chord-hop of a message—that is, the number of transfers in the Chord overlay network—is \( c \log n \), where \( c \) is a constant number, usually less than 1. Therefore, the average path hop length of a message is \( c l \log n \). There are \( p_r, d_r \) claiming messages in total for a round of detection. Thus the average number of messages sent per node is given by \( p_r, d_r \log n \). Since the \( p_r, d_r, c \), and \( e \) are constant, the asymptotic communication cost of the DHT-based protocol is between \( O(\log^2 n) \) and \( O(\sqrt{n} \log n) \).

B. Storage Consumption and Security Level

For simplicity, we hereby assume that all nodes, including compromised ones, abide by the detection protocol. Later in Section VI, we will see that the malicious behaviors such as discarding claiming messages only slightly affect those performance measurements.

In this detection protocol, claiming messages associated with a same examinee’s ID will be transported to one destination node. Because there are \( n \) examinees and \( n \) potential destinations, and due to the good pseudo-randomness of the Chord system, on average, every node stores one record in its cache table associated with one examinee’s ID as its destination, regardless of the number of claiming messages per examinee. In addition, for a designated examinee, the \( g \) predecessor nodes of
the destination can act as inspectors; thus, they probably hold up to one record related to the examinee.

We consider an ideal case that there are \( m \) claiming messages for each examinee, and those \( m \) messages are independently transmitted. Let \( p_i \) denote the probability of a predecessor receiving a specific claiming message, then the probability of a predecessor holding a record for an examinee is \( 1 - (1 - p_i)^m \). Consequently, the average cache-table size \( s \) can be calculated by

\[
s = 1 + g(1 - (1 - p_i)^m)^2.
\]

If there are \( \delta \) \((\delta > 2)\) cloned nodes with a same ID in the network, then the destination node of claiming messages related to those nodes as examinees will deterministically become a witness to successfully catch the attack, while the \( g \) predecessor nodes of the destination may become witnesses if and only if they receive at least two claiming messages associated with different cloned nodes. It is easy to see that this probability is minimized as \( (1 - (1 - p_i)^m)^2 \) when \( \delta = 2 \). Therefore, as a lower bound for witness number, we only consider the case that there are two cloned nodes. In this case, the average witness number \( w \) can be obtained by

\[
w = 1 + g(1 - (1 - p_i)^m)^2.
\]

1) Continuous Probability Model: We formalize a probability model to calculate \( p_i \). Because any practical Chord coordinate space is massive \((\geq 2^{20})\), we should use continuous probability model rather than discrete one. Recall that in the demonstrative example in Section IV-A, there is a line divided by \( g \) points into \( g + 1 \) segments, and \( p_i \) is determined by the ratio of segment length over line length. Based on the pseudo-randomness of the cryptographic hash function, we can safely assume that all points coordinates are independent. Therefore, for any line constituted by consecutive \( g + 2 \) points, the intermediate \( g \) points are random.

**Definition 1 (Random Line Segmentation Model):** There is a line of length 1, of which the starting and ending points coordinates are 0 and 1, respectively. We randomly generate \( g \) values over \([0, 1]\) as point coordinates, and let random variable \( X_i \) represent the \( i \)th point, for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, g \). Those \( g \) continuous random variables divide the line into \( g + 1 \) segments. We want to determine the continuous probability distributions of segment lengths.

We denote density function by \( f_x \), cumulative distribution function by \( F_s \), and expected value by \( E \). Since the sample spaces of all random variables in this paper are \([0, 1]\), then \( 0 \leq x \leq 1 \) is implied for all cumulative distribution functions and density functions in this paper. Since \( g \) intermediate points are randomly selected, all \( g + 1 \) segment lengths have a same probability distribution. Let \( R \) denote the random variable of the length of the first segment, which originates from 0. That is, \( R = \min \{X_i\} \). Therefore, its cumulative distribution function is

\[
F_R(x) = \Pr(R \leq x) = \Pr[\min(X_i) \leq x]
\]

\[
= 1 - \Pr[\min(X_i) > x] = 1 - \Pr\left(\bigcap_{i=1}^{g} \{X_i > x\}\right)
\]

\[
= 1 - (1 - x)^g.
\]

Accordingly, its density function is

\[
f_R(x) = g(1 - x)^{g-1}.
\]

The \( g \) intermediate points in the preceding model are corresponding to the \( g \) predecessors, and the ending point represents the destination. In addition, due to pseudo-randomness of the Chord system, it is reasonable to assume that one claiming message randomly occurs in that line before the final transmission to the destination. Therefore, we can directly adopt \( R \) as the probability distribution of a predecessor receiving one claiming message.

2) Analytic Formulas for Average Cache-Table Size and Average Witness Number:

**Theorem 1:** In an ideal case where there are \( m \) independent claiming messages for each examinee and \( g \) is the successors table size, the average cache-table size is

\[
s = 1 + \frac{gm}{g + m}
\]

and the average witness number, when there are two cloned nodes, is

\[
w = 1 + \frac{2gm^2}{(g + 2m)(g + m)}.
\]

**Proof:** For a specific examinee’s ID, let \( S \) represent the probability of a predecessor receiving at least one claiming message, which results in one record in its cache table. By the analysis before, \( S = 1 - (1 - R)^m \); thus, we can get

\[
F_S(x) = \Pr(S \leq x) = \Pr(1 - (1 - R)^m \leq x)
\]

\[
= \Pr(R \leq 1 - \sqrt[1 - m]{x}) = F_R(1 - \sqrt[1 - m]{x})
\]

\[
= 1 - (1 - x)^{g/m}
\]

and the density function is obtained by

\[
f_S(x) = F'_S(x) = \frac{g}{m}(1 - x)^{g/m - 1}.
\]

Thus, the expected value of \( S \) is

\[
E(S) = \int_0^1 x f_S(x) \, dx = \frac{m}{g + m}.
\]

When there are two cloned nodes, each of them incurs \( m \) independent claiming messages. Let \( W \) represent the probability of a predecessor becoming a witness. Because \( W = (1 - (1 - R)^m)^2 \), we have

\[
F_W(x) = \Pr(W \leq x) = \Pr((1 - (1 - R)^m)^2 \leq x)
\]

\[
= \Pr(R \leq 1 - \sqrt[1 - m]{x})
\]

\[
= F_R\left(1 - \sqrt[1 - m]{x}\right)
\]

\[
= 1 - (1 - \sqrt[1 - m]{x})^{g/m}
\]

and

\[
f_W(x) = \frac{g}{2m\sqrt[1 - m]{x}} (1 - \sqrt[1 - m]{x})^{g/m - 1}.
\]

Then, the expectation of \( W \) is

\[
E(W) = \int_0^1 x f_W(x) \, dx = \frac{2m^2}{(g + 2m)(g + m)}.
\]
Therefore, in the ideal case, the average size of cache tables is
\[
s = 1 + gE(S) = 1 + \frac{gm}{g + m}
\]
and the average witness number is
\[
w = 1 + gE(W) = 1 + \frac{2gm^2}{(g + 2m)(g + m)}.
\]
That concludes the proof.

It is worth mentioning that if \( m \) is constant, the average witness number is maximized when \( g = \sqrt{2m} \) because by (2)
\[
w = 1 + \frac{2gm^2}{(g + 2m)(g + m)} = 1 + \frac{2m^2}{(g + 2m^2) + 3m}
\]
and the nonnegative denominator takes its minimum value when \( g = \sqrt{2m} \). Consequently, the maximum witness number is \( 1 + 0.343m \).

3) Remarks: In the reality of the DHT-based protocol, each examinee, on average, has \( dp_e \) claiming messages. Thus, we can use \( m = dp_e \). However, the transmissions of claiming messages associated with a same examinee’s ID actually converge over the Chord key-based routing system. For a specific status of a Chord system, each segment has a different length, which would affect the hitting probability. In the ideal case, we take into account one level of such unbalanced segment. Therefore, if all messages transmissions can be completed in two hops (that is, the first hop can reach the destination or one of its \( g \) predecessors), the ideal case analyze is directly applicable. However, most messages shall go through more than two hops; then, every previous hop transmission will introduce correlation on the next hop transmission. Consequently, they are not independent, and it is very difficult to directly model and analyze performance for the multilevel effect. Fortunately, through simulation studies, we discover that we may use those equations for the ideal case with some necessary adjustment to approximate the protocol practical performance on storage consumption and security level. Specifically, the message transmission correlation impact can be mimicked by decreasing \( g \) to a certain proportion, when we apply (1) and (2) to estimate the average cache-table size and the average witness number.

In other words, even though the actual successors-table size is \( g \), when we calculate performance measurements by those two equations, we use \( g' \), which is smaller than \( g \) with respect to a certain ratio. We will demonstrate it in Section VI of thorough simulations.

VI. SIMULATIONS FOR DHT-BASED PROTOCOL

We implement the DHT-based detection protocol and run simulations to evaluate performance comprehensively on the OMNeT++ framework [17].

We design the simulations in two network scenarios. The first is an abstract network following a random graph model. By definition, a random graph is a graph that is generated by starting with a set of \( n \) vertices and adding edges between them at random. The other one is a practical unit-disk graph, in which nodes are uniformly deployed in a square and follow the standard unit-disk bidirectional communication model. In our simulations, node communication ranges are dynamically adjusted such that the average node degree approximates \( d \).

A. Performance on Varying Network Sizes

The following parameters are used in the simulations: finger table size \( t = 16 \), successors table size \( g = 16 \), and node degree \( d = 20 \). Two different values of claiming probability \( p_c \) are used as 1.0 for pro-security and 0.2 for pro-communication cost.

We design and conduct the first simulation to measure the protocol’s performance on different network sizes, ranging from 500 to 5000. In order to obtain relatively fair and comparable results, for each case, 10 different network instances in accordance with the parameter settings are constructed. Each of those simulation executions is quoted as a run; one run performs 20 rounds of detection. In each of those rounds, a random seed is generated, and two nodes are randomly chosen to set the same ID, that is, those two are cloned nodes.

The average number of messages sent per integrity node in this simulation is plotted in Fig. 2(a). In the graph, the communication payloads for groups of \( p_c = 0.2 \) are exactly one fifth of those of \( p_c = 1.0 \) with the same other parameters. The distinction between simulation results of random graph and those of unit-disk graph results from different average path hops \( l \) for a pair of random nodes in those two network scenarios. Indeed, the average Chord-hop per message in the simulations, depicted in Fig. 2(b), is independent of the network scenarios and matches the Chord system properties—it is proportional to \( \log n \).

The average size of cache tables for integrity nodes and the average witness number are illuminated in Fig. 2(c) and (d), respectively, which clearly indicates that those two performance
metrics are not notably affected by network scenarios and network size \( n \) if \( n \) is sufficiently large, and thus the detection protocol does scale to network size. Even though the network topology for unit-disk model used in the simulations is square, the protocol can effectively detect clone attack in irregular topologies, like “Thin H,” “Thin Cross,” “S,” “Large H,” “L,” and “Large H\(_r\)” which are used in the simulations of [1]. The communication payload of our DHT-based protocol for those network topologies is proportional with the average path hop \( l \), while the storage payload and the security level stay constant.

B. Results on Different Numbers of Cloned Nodes

We develop the second simulation to evaluate the protocol’s performance on the different numbers of cloned nodes. We run simulations with one network size \( n = 1000 \), and the cloned node number \( \delta \) increases from 2 to 100. We test each case with 10 runs, and for each run we repeat 200 rounds of node detection, in each of which a seed is randomly generated and \( \delta \) nodes are randomly chosen as clones.

Fig. 3 depicts the simulation results about the average size of cache tables for integrity nodes and the average number of witnesses, which support our security arguments in Section IV-C. In particular, we can see that the protocol shows strong resilience against message-discarding by cloned nodes. Even if there are 10% nodes that maliciously discard messages, the number of witnesses is pretty high. In fact, the more cloned nodes, the less the size of cache tables for integrity nodes as storage consumption and the more witnesses as security level. Therefore, we really only need to consider the boundary case of \( \delta = 2 \) for performance measurements.

In Fig. 3, when there are more than 1% cloned nodes, the simulation results for random graph and unit-disk graph are evidently distinct. This is because the message-dropping by malicious nodes affects the performance to a different extent. As implied in Fig. 2(a), the average transmission hop of claiming messages in unit-disk graph is greater than that in random graph, then messages are more likely to be dropped by cloned nodes in unit-disk graph.

C. Verification of Performance Analysis

To evaluate its applicability of the theoretical analysis on cache-table size and witness number in Section V-B, we carry out a third simulation, in which \( n = 2000 \), \( d = 40 \), there are two cloned nodes, and the claiming probability \( p_c \) increases from 10% to 100%. Since network scenarios do not affect the results on the two performance metrics, we run the simulation only on random graph. For the purpose of comparison, we test the performance for both cases that cloned nodes drop messages and comply with protocol (no-dropping).

We argued before that to apply (1) and (2), we should adjust the successors-table size \( g \) to balance the effect of message transmission correlation. Fig. 4 depicts the simulation results along with theoretical outputs by adopting 80% of original \( g \) in those two equations. From this figure, first we can see that message-dropping strategy by cloned nodes does not affect the performance notably. Second, the theoretical outputs do reflect the practical results after we choose a proper adjustment on \( g \). Admittedly, the specific adjustment value is related to Chord system parameters. Interestingly, for several other testing cases, such as \( (n = 3000, g = 16) \) and \( (n = 2000, g = 8) \), the 80% appears good enough for evaluation purpose.

D. Discussions

From the simulation results, we can see that the proposed DHT-based protocol can effectively detect clone for general sensor networks with high security level and efficient storage consumption, while its communication cost is in the same order of magnitude with previous detection schemes. One way to improve the communication performance is replacing the Chord overlay network with some specific DHT implementations on sensor networks, e.g., virtual cord protocol [18]. Combinations of our protocol with this kind of DHT scheme might be an interesting research topic. On the other hand, if it is very likely for the adversary to deploy many clones out of one ID, we can use small claiming probability \( p_c \) for saving communication payload, without degrading the security level dramatically.

The protocol security level, by (2), is directly determined by message number \( m \), which is upper-bounded by node degree \( d \). If the DHT-based protocol operates in sparse sensor networks, to achieve a desirable witness number, several independent Chord systems by different round seeds may be used. Thus, messages for one examinee will be indexed by a few
deterministic destinations. In this case, the protocol’s communication payload, storage consumption, and the average witness number are all multiplied by a same order. This is also a common practice in peer-to-peer (P2P) indexing systems to enhance robustness.

VII. RANDOMLY DIRECTED EXPLORATION

The DHT-based detection protocol can be applied to general sensor networks, and its security level is remarkable, as cloned nodes will be caught by one deterministic witness plus several probabilistic witnesses. However, the message transmission over a Chord overlap network incurs considerable communication cost, which may not be desired for some sensor networks that are extremely sensitive to energy consumption. To fulfill this challenge, we propose the randomly directed exploration (RDE), which tremendously reduces communication cost and presents optimal storage expense with adequate detection probability.

The RDE protocol shares the major merit with broadcasting detection: Every node only needs to know and buffer a neighbor-list containing all neighbors IDs and locations. For both detection procedures, every node constructs a claiming message with signed version of its neighbor-list, and then tries to deliver the message to others which will compare with its own neighbor-list to detect clone. For a dense network, broadcasting will drive all neighbors of cloned nodes to find the attack, but in fact one witness that successfully catches the clone and then notifies the entire network would suffice for the detection purpose.

To achieve that in a communicatively efficient way, we bring several mechanisms and effectively construct a multicast routing protocol. First, a claiming message needs to provide maximal hop limit, and initially it is sent to a random neighbor. Then, the message subsequent transmission will roughly maintain a line. The line transmission property helps a message go through the network as fast as possible from a locally optimal perspective. In addition, we introduce border determination mechanism to significantly reduce communication cost. We can do all of those because every node is aware of its neighbors locations, which is a basic assumption for all witness-based detection protocols but rarely utilized by other protocols.

**Algorithm 3:** \( rde\_process\_message(M_\alpha) \): An intermediate node processes a message

1. verify the signature of \( M_\alpha \)
2. compare its own neighbor-list with the neighbor-list in \( M_\alpha \)
3. if found clone then
4. broadcast the evidence;
5. \( \text{ttl} \leftarrow \text{ttl} - 1 \)
6. if \( \text{ttl} < 0 \) then
7. discard \( M_\alpha \)
8. else
9. \( \text{nextnode} \leftarrow \text{getnextnode}(M_\alpha) \) {See Algorithm 4}
10. if \( \text{nextnode} = \text{NIL} \) then
11. discard \( M_\alpha \)
12. else
13. forward \( M_\alpha \) to \( \text{nextnode} \)

A. Protocol Description

One round of clone detection is still activated by the initiator. Subsequently, at the designated action time, each node creates its own neighbor-list including the neighbors IDs and locations, which constitutes the sole storage consumption of the protocol. Then, it, as an observer for all its neighbors, starts to generate a claiming message containing its own ID, location, and its neighbor-list. The claiming message by node \( \alpha \) is constructed by

\[
M_\alpha = \text{ttl}.id_\alpha, L_\alpha, \text{NeighborList}_\alpha, \{ d_\alpha | L_\alpha | \text{NeighborList}_\alpha | \text{nonce} \}_K^{\Rightarrow 1}
\]

where \( \text{ttl} \) is time to live (a.k.a. message maximum hop). Since \( \text{ttl} \) will be altered by intermediate nodes during transmission, it should not be authenticated. The observer will deliver the claiming message \( \tau \) times. In each time, the node transmits it to a random neighbor as indicated in Fig. 5(a). Note that \( \tau \) can be a real number, and accordingly an observer transmits its claiming message at least \( \lfloor \tau \rfloor \), up to \( \lceil \tau \rceil \), and on average \( \tau \) times.

When an intermediate node \( \beta \) receives a claiming message \( M_\alpha \), it launches \( rde\_process\_message(M_\alpha) \), which is described by pseudocode in Algorithm 3, to process the message. During the processing, node \( \beta \), as an inspector,
Algorithm 4: getNextNode($M_\alpha$): To determine the next node that receives the message.

1: determine ideal angle, target zone, and priority zone
2: if no neighbors within the target zone then
3: return NIL
4: if no neighbors within the priority zone then
5: $nextNode \leftarrow$ the node closest to ideal angle
6: else
7: $nextNode \leftarrow$ a probabilistic node in the priority zone, with respect to its probability proportional to angle distance from priority zone border
8: return $nextNode$

Essentially, Algorithm 4 contains the following three mechanisms.

- **Deterministic directed transmission** [Fig. 5(b)]: When node $\beta$ receives a claiming message from previous node $\alpha$, the ideal direction can be calculated. In order to achieve the best effect of line transmission, the next destination node should be node $\gamma$, which is closest to the ideal direction.

- **Network border determination** [Fig. 5(c)]: This takes network shape into consideration to reduce the communication cost. In many sensor network applications, there exist outside borders of network due to physical constrains. When reaching some border in the network, the claiming message can be directly discarded. In our proposal for border local determination, another parameter target range is used along with ideal direction to determine a target zone. When no neighbor is found in this zone, the current node will conclude that the message has reached a border, and thus throw it away.

- **Probabilistic directed transmission** [Fig. 5(d)]: In the probabilistic directed transmission, parameter priority range along with the ideal direction is used to specify a priority zone, in which the next node will be selected. When no nodes are located in that zone, the deterministic directed candidate within the target zone will be selected as the next node. If there are several nodes in the priority zone, their selection probabilities are proportional to their angle distances to priority zone border. In this way, the desired line transmission property is reserved, while a certain extent of important randomness is introduced.

If solely using deterministic directed mechanism for routing in a sensor network whose mobility is predictable, a claiming message will be transmitted in a deterministic manner, except for a limited number of initial random directions. As a result, the adversary may remove some nodes in strategic locations to reduce detection probability dramatically. Moreover, transmissions of claiming messages from a cloned node’s neighbors are highly correlated, which affects the protocol communication and security performance. By the probabilistic directed mechanism, those drawbacks are overcome, and the protocol performance is improved significantly, as shown in the later simulation results.

B. Analysis

**Memory Requirement:** The RDE protocol is exceedingly memory-efficient. It does not rely on broadcasting; thus, no additional memory is required to suppress broadcasting flood. The protocol does not demand intermediate nodes to buffer claiming messages, overcoming the major disadvantage of line-selected multicast scheme [1]. All memory requirement lies on the neighbor-list, which, in fact, is a necessary component for all distributed detection approaches. Therefore, the protocol consumes almost minimum memory.

**Communication Cost:** The RDE’s communication cost depends on the routing parameter settings. On average, there are $r$ claiming messages sent by each observer, and each message transmits at most $ttl$ hops. In practice, $r$ is a constant small number, say 1 for a dense network, but $ttl$ is generally related to the network size $n$. We select $ttl = \sqrt{n}$ because there are $n = ttl^2$ nodes in the network, and by the line property of our protocol routing, it is very likely for any two nodes to be reachable within $\sqrt{n}$ hops for a normal network topology. In other words, $ttl = \sqrt{n}$ would be sufficient for messages to go across the network. The choice of $\sqrt{n}$ is also used in [1]. For some regular network topologies and by selecting a proper target range, the average message hop is actually much smaller than $\sqrt{n}$, resulting from the border determination. Therefore, the upper bound of communication cost in the randomly directed exploration protocol is $O(\sqrt{n})$.

**Security:** Because of sharing similar detection guidelines with the same cryptographic authentication primitives, the arguments for the DHT-based detection validity in Section IV-C also apply to the RDE protocol. Our proposed technique to prevent framing attack is essentially applicable to all witness-based protocols, including RDE. Relieving message-discarding and protecting witness are achieved by random initial direction and probabilistic directed transmission. By them, there is no critical location to affect message transmission, which limits the capacity of message-discarding, and every neighbor of a cloned node has similar potential to become witness so it is hard for the adversary to get rid of witness in advance.

The RDE protocol’s detection probability $P_{RDE}$ is determined by the number of nodes that are reached when randomly drawing $v$ lines where each has a random initial angular and fixed number of nodes along this direction with the border limitation. This is a covering problem in graph theory [19]. Let $h$ denote the reachable node number; it is a function of $\theta$ (an initial angular), $ttl$ (the number of maximum hops), and $v$ (the number of the claiming messages). Therefore, for a network with $n$ nodes, the detection probability is given by

$$P_{RDE} = \frac{h(\theta, ttl, v)}{n},$$
is hardly determined theoretically. We use the simulations to verify if the protocol satisfies the security object.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR RANDOMLY DIRECTED EXPLORATION

We implement the randomly directed exploration protocol on the same simulation framework as the previous protocol. Since the randomly directed exploration protocol relies on a local network topology, the random graph model cannot serve for its simulations. Instead, we take the unit-disk graph as the sole network scenario. We choose a constant node degree $d = 20$ and select $\frac{\pi}{6}$ as the priority range of the protocol. As a result, there are an average 2.5 neighbors in the priority zone of a node.

A. Performance on Different Network Sizes

We develop the first simulation, which not only measures the randomly directed exploration protocol’s performance on varying network sizes, but also verifies if our protocol design really fulfills the intention. In order to do that, we mix the three routing mechanisms as the following three groups, run simulations respectively, and compare the results for analysis.

In group I, only the mechanism of deterministic directed transmission is used. Consequently, all claiming messages, if not dropped by malicious nodes, go exactly $tt1$ hops. Next, group II adds network border determination into group I. As the network shape is a regular square, two different target ranges are chosen for wider and narrower border determination: $\theta = \frac{\pi}{3}$ and $\theta = \frac{\pi}{6}$. Finally, group III further adds probabilistic directed transmission into group II, and indeed constitutes Algorithm 4. For other parameter selections, $n$ ranges from 1000 to 10000, message maximal hop $tt1 = \sqrt{n}$, the average number of claiming messages per observer $r = 1.0$, and two nodes are randomly selected as cloned.

Fig. 6(a) depicts the average number of messages sent per node, and Fig. 6(b) plots the detection probability. First of all, we may select different values for parameters $\theta$, $tt1$, and $r$ to achieve tradeoffs between communication cost and detection probability. As the first simulation indicates, the bigger $\theta$, the more hops a message travels, and the more likely cloned nodes are being caught. In this simulation, to evaluate the effects of modifying $tt1$ and $r$, we still use the two values of $\theta$, select $n = 50000$, and assume two randomly selected cloned nodes.

In contrast, while the transmission overhead per node is in direct proportion with $r$, the detection probability is substantially improved. Therefore, $r$ is always suitable for performance adjustment to meet different requirements on communication cost and security level.

C. Discussions

From the analysis and simulation results, the randomly directed exploration protocol outperforms all other distributed detection protocols in terms of communication cost and storage requirements, while its detection probability is satisfactory, higher than that of line-selected multicast scheme in [1]. In addition, all nodes only need to know their direct neighbors information, and then inherent routing technique delivers messages in an efficient way to cover a great range of the network. On the other hand, because the three mechanisms of determining next node all rely on transmission direction, the protocol performance in specific sensor networks will be related to network physical shape. In general, if we can obtain a rough picture about the deployment environment, we may adjust parameters $\theta$ and $tt1$ to achieve acceptable detection probability at a cost of increasing communication overhead. For example, we may use bigger $\theta$ to tolerate irregular network outside shape, while $tt1$ is set to the estimated
value of maximal hop distance between two nodes. Of course, if a network topology is so distorted that there is no way to achieve line transmission solely based to nodes local knowledge, the randomly directed exploration detection becomes unsuitable, and we may use the DHT-based protocol. In addition, if security is extremely important and it is required to certainly catch cloned nodes, the DHT-based protocol should be adopted.

IX. CONCLUSION

Sensor nodes lack tamper-resistant hardware and are subject to the node clone attack. In this paper, we present two distributed detection protocols: One is based on a distributed hash table, which forms a Chord overlay network and provides the key-based routing, caching, and checking facilities for clone detection, and the other uses probabilistic directed technique to achieve efficient communication overhead for satisfactory detection probability. While the DHT-based protocol provides high security level for all kinds of sensor networks by one deterministic witness and additional memory-efficient, probabilistic witnesses, the randomly directed exploration presents outstanding communication performance and minimal storage consumption for dense sensor networks.
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